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Flights to kingston jamaica

From £372 back Book From £499 pp Book Popular inExolutive high demand for flights, 10% potential price increaseNewestest time to find cheap flights, 5% potential price dropAl average price $ 459Aver average for return flights in January 2021Round-trip from $ 343 From Las Vegas to KingstonOne-way from $ 108On the way from Las
Vegas to Kingston Currently September is the cheapest month in which you can book a flight to Kingston. Flying to Kingston in July will prove to be the most expensive. There are many factors that affect the price of a flight, so comparing airlines, departure airports and hours can help you reduce costs. Price $366 - $672 Temperature 87.8
- 91.4°F Precipitation 0.83 - 5.94 inches The best time to fly to Kingston is in January, but great deals can be found at other times. If the weather is an important factor for you when considering when to fly to Kingston, the warmest period is June, and the wettest is October. When is the best time to book a flight to Kingston? Booking 23
days before your scheduled departure date is on average the best time for cheap flights to Kingston. The general trend is that the closer you get to your departure date, the more expensive your flight will be. Which day is the cheapest flight to Kingston? The cheapest day to fly to Kingston is usually Thursday. At the moment, Monday is the
most expensive. What time of day is the cheapest flight to Kingston? For best value, try booking a flight in the afternoon while visiting Kingston. In general, prices will increase for flights in the morning, as they tend to increase demand. Kingston - jamaica's capital and largest city - can also be described as reggae capital of the world. It's
hard not to get into the groove when you travel to Kingston. The bob marley museum house - no wonder the most visited attraction in Kingston - the city flows with culture and rastafarial atmosphere. Several other reggae legends come from Kingston, including Buju Banton and Sean Paul. Tourists booking flights to Kingston will find
themselves immersed in reggae influences. Kingston is home to Devon House, a mansion with an adjacent park that once belonged to jamaica's first black millionaire, the National Gallery of Jamaica and Hope Botanical Gardens &amp; Zoo. Tired of the city? Head to Hellshire and Lime Cay beaches in Kingston. The Kingston Centre is a
bit more worrying - reports of crime, congestion and general chaos are standard complaints about the area. One thing is certain in kingston - you are committed to a good job. Travelers booking flights and accommodation in kingston will be among more bars and clubs than anywhere else in Jamaica. Book flights to Kingston Back to The
Mountain With slight fluctuations in seasonal weather, Jamaica is enjoyable all year round. Kingston is located in the dry part of the island and sees some rain. What rain is most common between May and November. Summers are hot, with temperatures reaching the 90s (Fahrenheit). Winters are balmous with day time temperatures in
the 70s and 80s, cool commercial winds and cool evenings. The hurricane season is from June to October, but storms rarely hit Jamaica. Back to the top peak season: Across the island, mid-December to mid-April is peak season for tourists, as well as for Kingston flights and hotel prices. Reservations must be made at least a few months
in advance, especially if you book Kingston flights for carnivals in March and April in Kingston. Low season: May to mid-December is considered out of season, and most hotels fall from 20 to 40 percent. Package tours and flights to Kingston are also typically lower in low season. Find cheap flights to Kingston Back to the Top As long as
you don't walk at night, it's great to explore downtown Kingston on foot. Taxis are ideal for short distances, but it is better to rent a car and a driver for the whole day. Make sure you only take public taxis with passenger cars (PPV) that can be identified using red PPV boards. Either hail or call to the cabin. Drivers must submit their fares.
Make sure you agree to the fare before I get into the cabin, and remember that prices will be more expensive between midnight and 5 am. The hotel can help you arrange mopeds and motorbike rentals if you prefer to move on your own. You can rent a car to get around, but the cost can be high. You'll usually get the best rate when
booking a Kingston flight. Renting a car and a driver can be cheaper, instead of renting your own car, and you will be able to avoid contact with local drivers. Back to top Jamaica tourist board runs an excellent meet the people program that allows visitors to stay with Jamaican families and experience the true culture of the country. The
program is especially good in Kingston - a city that can feel intimidated for foreigners. Visiting the sights with locals is the best way to learn your way, make sure you don't miss anything, and also stay in safe places. While most beach lovers only go through the city on their way to resorts scattered around the island, there are plenty of
beaches near Kingston. Lime Cay is very popular because it is located on its own uninhabited island, with a pristine beach, to all available just 15 minutes from Port Royal. Usually you can convince a local fisherman to give you an elevator back and forth from the port. Blue Mountains Hotel is a short drive from Kingston. Visit the coffee
plantations of jamaica's famous Blue Mountain coffee, go hiking in the woods, enjoy the views or just choose peace and tranquility... To discover the history and culture of culture city, take the Olde Jamaica tour – available through the tourist office. You will visit churches and museums, many of which dates back to the 17th century, and
learn about the history of the city. Safety is a problem in Kingston - be prepared, but don't let suspicion ruin your holiday. The city is divided into two parts, the city center and New Kingston. The latter is safe to walk during the day, though keep your bag and any money close to you. At night it can feel more dangerous. It is often safer to
take a car. Downtown can feel very dangerous for tourists at most times of the day and night. The usual precautions can help you avoid most crimes. If possible, visit the city center with your local. Find flights to Kingston Back to The Mountain London - Kingston return from £801 Do you mean flights from Kingston, Jamaica? TipMay is the
cheapest month to fly to Kingston, JamaicaCheap International Flights to Kingston - KIN New York City to Kingston, Jamaica4-Jan to 18-Jan $247 London, United Kingdom to Kingston, Jamaica19-Feb to 5-Mar $705 Atlanta to Kingston, Jamaica21-November to November 29-November $297 Chicago to Kingston, Jamaica16-November to
November 19-November $278 Toronto to, Jamaica7-Apr to April 14-April 463 Kingston Angeles Dollars , California to Kingston, Jamaica3-Feb to February 11 $396 Miami, Florida to Kingston, Jamaica11-Jan to 25-Jan $216 Washington, District of Columbia to Kingston, Jamaica15-Feb to 1-Mar 386 Fort Lauderdale to Kingston,
Jamaica19-Nov to 22-Nov 212 Paris, France to Kingston, Jamaica20-Jan to 5-Feb 718 Boston kingston, Jamaica1-Feb to 5-Feb $336 Philadelphia to Kingston, Jamaica14-Jan to 22-Jan $247 , Jamaica18-Nov to 22-Nov$291 Baltimore to Kingston, Jamaica17-Jan to 21-Jan $367 Amsterdam to Kingston, Jamaica25-Jan to February 5$732 Frankfurt to Kingston, Jamaica13-Jan to 20-Jan 798 Charlotte to Kingston, Jamaica3-December to 10-Dec 582 Dallas to Kingston, Jamaica10-Dec to 14-dec $364 Cheap international flights from Kingston - KIN Kingston, Jamaica to New York19-November to 21-nov Kingston 244 , Jamaica to London, United Kingdom1-February to
February 17 907 Kingston, Jamaica to Atlanta19-November to 6-December $269 Kingston, Jamaica to Miami, Florida1-Feb to 8-Feb $198 Kingston, Jamaica to Toronto18-Nov to 20-Nov $463 Kingston, Jamaica to Fort Lauderdale19-Nov to 22-Nov $175 Kingston, Jamaica to Orlando13-Nov to 15-Nov $255 Kingston, Kingston Jamaica to
Los Angeles, California18-Dec to 31-Dec Kingston $455 , Jamaica to Chicago16-November to 29-November $242 Kingston, Jamaica to Washington, District of Columbia20-Jan to February 3-$379 Kingston, Jamaica to Boston20-Jan to February 3-$300 Kingston, Jamaica to Baltimore25-Jan to 1-Feb $383 flights to Kingston, Jamaica from
$175 return (KIN) - FareCompare Cons: The flight was delayed by an hour at takeoff. After landing in Atlanta, an employee got her ID stuck in a jet bridge and so far we've been on the plane for more than an hour since landing. Worst Worst Ever. You won't fly with jet blue again Cons: The Gate &amp; the boarding process, The Landing
was with huge ears pressure Cons: Entertainment System was not working properly. The videos were down as many channels. Despite the disappointment, JetBlue is still awesome! Pros: Comfortable airplane. Great service!! Pros: We arrived early Cons: The entertainment system was missing in my place. It was also down for the whole
plane. The crew missed my row for drinks. Pros: The crew did a great job of taking us to their destination, safely appeasing all the efforts there to travel with sage Cons: Food Pros: Flight and Performance. Cons: An overweight person on my left, her arm outside the armrest hitting me in my direction, especially when the plane shook while
passing through the clouds. Not a good flight at all Pros: The flight was smooth and on time Cons: Long wait at the security checkpoint Pros: Very friendly and professional crew. Ceated nice atmosphere. Cons: Enjoyed the trip. Pros: Nice place for legs, snacks, drinks. Cons: It was freezing! We didn't have a shower. Pros: Perfect landing
and great flight! Pros: Flight left on time and arrived on time. Good legroom in the coach. Cons: On the fly, the entertainment system was limited after leaving tv signals from the US. The videos were lousy. Pros: There was enough legroom for a big guy like me, so it was nice. Cons: The pilot was late, so we had to wait for him to show up
then because we were late our flight was delayed again due to a storm near the airport. Other planes that were supposed to leave after we left earlier than we did, so I don't know what happened there. After I've finally been on the plane my headphone jack won't work. I know it's not my handset because I just used it before boarding both
my Nintendo and computer. In addition, the TV buttons are located on the armrest, and if you try comfortably, you will change the channel. When the flight attendant came around she just prop up a few things in front of us, and since it was dark I had no idea what I was looking at, I ended up getting a very crappy bag of chips. Overall it
was a horrible experience flying JetBlue. Pros: I had to miss the last bus home due to a weather delay. the crew announced asking passengers to let me get off first. Everyone did it. They were amazing in every way. Cons: 1. when there are delays... and the gates become very crowded, you should be the person directing the people. 2.
Most people at the gate, on board, making announcements - put their energy in speed and musicality in their voice. It should be about clarity. I know they say the same thing 10 times an hour... but I want to get what they say ... when it comes to safety. Pros: The flight attendant was pretty Cons: He was 6 hours late. Pretty funny. Pros: The
flight was quite trouble-free, hassle-free, Room. Cons: Nothing wrong to say Pros: The whole process of travel Cons: Nothing at all Cons: The flight was delayed by an hour and a half, and then after boarding we sat on the runway for 20-30 min. Cons: These are free advertising videos and this is not true, because after settling on watching
a movie there are no headphones, and if you want, sell them, it is not free. Cons: He drove off an hour later, waited on the plane. Pros: This flight was also fine, but the staff wasn't quite at the level of the previous flight that day. No complaints. I'm definitely looking at future trips on Jet blue. Pros: Pilots made the big flight in terrible weather
Pros: Few Cons: Checked in online, but no gate has been assigned. When I asked the person at the desk what gate I was about to board, he looked at the information as if I had asked him for Chase's bank vault access code. He didn't even write it down and thought he had a pen in his hand. Apparently, at customers, we are not suppose
to get this information and it is a burden for employees to give. Again, the flight was late and although I know it was due to the weather, we sat on the plane and sat at the gate for more than an hour. Apparently we have not been cleared to receive the update. Once again, the speakers in the seat did not work. Apparently this is a constant
problem with JetBlue Pros: Clean aircraft, pristine uniforms and a very cordial and respectful and responsive crew! Cons: N/a Pros: Lost both bags now I have nothing and still don't know when I have luggage. Pros: The stewardess was very friendly to my little one, who loved the extra legroom compared to other airline Cons: My little one
found a used vomit bag that the previous passenger left in his pocket behind the seats. He put his hand up and made a mess of getting it on the floor and his fave blanket etc, and when he nicely told the flight attendants about the mess on the floor and the reason they weren't offered anything to clean pros: Checking in Cons: Delayed to
start Pros: Great flight awesome Crew Cons: Cold lol Cons: Had to move to another deck gate. But it was ok, the crew members were friendly, while to be a professional had a comfortable flight Pros: Food was good Cons: No comment Pros: At take-off, nice flight attendants, on time of arrival. Cons: The entertainment system stopped
working about 10 minutes before take-off and never came back. Pros: Snacks, TV, wifi, legroom - what not to like? Cons: A little older plane, but still pretty good considering! Pros: My bad experience had nothing to do with the crew the weather was just terrible, which made my flight bad, the crew was amazing. Pros: Friendly, reliable
service from online check-in (easy) , check-in, to flight. Very nice. I flew Miami non-stop Pros: Flight attendants were pleasant and i Cons: Boarding was delayed and boarding was crowded, boarding was delayed due to the large number of passengers in wheelchairs. I sat in even more seating space, but was placed next to a woman who
was obviously suffering from some degenerative disease, and fell toward my seat. As a result, I was uncomfortable all the way back to Kingston. Pros: The ladies at the gate were able to provide us with the best updates and tried to keep everyone calm and answer as many questions as possible and constantly checked for updates. They
also provided us with water and chips where no one else tried to do anything. Cons: The flight was delayed by several hours due to mechanical problems in the cockpit. Why would they think we'd like to fly this plane after the pilot refused the fix and walked away because he and his crew had pushede because we had been waiting so
long. The flight was supposed to fly at 20:26, we did not fly until 1:00. I came home at 6 am! The ladies at the gate were amazing, however, the supervisor, Armondo Gonzalez Figueroa, only came to send what had already been said by the gate agents, no answers, no solutions, barely answered any questions, and stopped the gate
agents from removing the blankets of the plane to provide many passengers who were waiting there freezing. The compensation offered was a joke. HORRIBLE EXPERIENCE!!!!! Cons: I had everything plastic wrapped with Ft Laud for safety.... Upon arriving at Islamabad Airport, I saw all my bags were unzipped and my zippers open,
once I checked 85% of my personal items and expensive items were missing!!!!! So frustrated with the flight! Tsa has left checked cards in bags! Who should I complain to? Pros: Everything went smoothly Flight was fine Cons: Female babysitter was very unpleasant Pros: The flight was comfortable and the help in check-in was good
Pros: It was ok. Always on time. Airline hostesses going to the FLL gave a good service cons: During the flight back 875 three airline hostesses had little customer service. The way they talked to people was unsavory. Pros: All Cons: For a 60-year-old lady... I waited so long for help at the kiosk. Pros: I love movie options and free snacks.
Cons: One crew member was not so friendly. She had a very serious, almost angry, look at her face, which made me hesitate to ask her for water. Even when I asked for water, she seemed annoyed, so I never bothered to ask for a cup of ice. I don't expect service with a smile all the time, but she seemed unhappy. Maybe it's just her
face, but I'm used to a more enjoyable crew in Jet Blue. However, the lady who welcomed us on the plane was nice throughout the Pros: Entertainment on board Cons: Flight was delayed 45 min, the weather was fine:( Pros: Pros: and price/value Cons: No snacks, poor entertainment Pros: Smooth ride to Kingston Cons: Food Pros: I like
service, terminal and cabin crew and pilots. Cons: I didn't like the fact that there were no charging ports, there was no Wi-Fi coverage for flight and limited programming. Limited programming made the lack of charging port and wifi much more noticeable. Pros: I liked the trip, although I wanted my plane jacket to be cool. This is better than
a hit. Also the crew was very friendly and professional cons professions: There were no hot drinks Pros: Quiet Travel Cons: Crowded Seat Pros: The crew was very professional, heypful and had a good attitude towards passengers. This made the flight easy and enjoyable. Pros: Food and service was nice Cons: A very long way to my
final destination Pros: Nothing.. the whole experience was horrible. Nasty seat. I had to repack 3 times to finally get home, but you had to fly to another airport and you also lost your bag, so I have nothing to carry to my father's funeral. Cons: Everyrhing. the whole experience was horrible. Nasty seat. I had to repack 3 times to finally get
home, but had to fly to another airport and also lost my bag, so I have nothing to wear to my father's funeral Cons: The leg from Atlanta to Pointe de Pitre had no wifi or even an old style of entertainment. Bring a book! Pros: Ease of flight Cons: N/A Pros: Nothing. Delta is the worst. Delta is horrible. Don't fly Delta. Cons: I don't know how
our flight to Sioux Falls was. Delta came out without us after they missed us. We left DC late due to the inefficient delta boarding process. We landed in Atlanta late. Our flight to Sioux Falls departed early, without us. My pregnant wife and I walked to the gate 4 minutes before the scheduled departure and they told us that the plane was
gone and there was no way for us to get on the plane. Our bags arrived in Sioux Falls, so my wife didn't have prenatal vitamins, we didn't have clean clothes and we were forced to spend the night in Atlanta. The saddest part of yet another terrible experience with Delta was that they offered us a room discount at the scary Howard Johnson
for $72. I looked online and the same hotel was $65 to book on Kayak. So basically Delta tried to trick us after they screwed us up. Thanks Delta! Instead, we paid $200+ for a hotel stay at the airport. Every time I fly Delta I regret it, but from time to time I'm forced to take their terrible airline to get somewhere I have to go. It never ends up
adding another bad Delta experience to my long list of flaws with this SAD!!! Airlines. Pros: The crew came at us effectively and took us off the ground on time but experienced board is not pleasant. Cons: Food selection is limited. The crew ran out of popular items in the economy cabin. Personal Personal lighting on the B-767 never
worked. I finally gave up on it. Overhead baskets were too small for many roller boards, which caused some passengers to be embarrassed. Delta should offer some incentives to encourage passengers to gate checked baggage. Pros: Flight attendants were great. Cons: I felt like an sardines. Like all fights these days. Pros: All Cons:
Delta crew is lazy... they wont help on out to store your bags. Pros: Comfortable flight with pleasant staff. I slept most of the way. Cons: I was pleased with this flight and did not experience and discomfort during it Pros: Friendly people and clean plane Cons: They lost my luggage, I hope you will soon get pros: on time, clean, fast. no
problem. Pros: Thomas, our steward was perfect. Cons: VERY bumpy ride- scary Cons: Gastronomy was the way to throw, no time to relax with a cocktail before dinner was served. Warm mixed nuts were stale tasting. The soup was excellent. You were not in an unworthy state. This is not the usual standard, Delta. Makes me sad as my
late husband was a million miler plus and we have always been loyal to you, It seems that you have too many passengers in business class to provide food and services you can be proud of the pros: They have a very well-planned flight, you have frequent drnks and food initially, and then turn on the lights for a good amount of time so that
people can relax. Then they come again before landing with more count drinks and snacks. Very well coordinated. Cons: Really, my only complaint is that when you leave Atlanta ~4 pm,, you arrive in Europe at 8 am. The first day is very difficult to adjust. I would rather come to Europe at night and relax the night before the start. Cons:
While there was a lot of space on the plane, I had to check my driving. Cons: No power to charge Pros: Great! Cons: Great! Pros: Nice crew and good equipment Cons: Bad bad food very disappointing Cons: cramped economy class Pros: Nic Cons: Atlanta airport workers have a serious chip on their shoulders. Only when you thought
that the seats could not get more or less closer to each other. He paid for priority boarding, but the boarding school still said Zone 3. Employees could be concerned about that. Pros: Entertainment (movies) were nice. Cons: 9 hours flight and no food (meal) up to 1 hour before landing. The worst food I've ever had on an international flight.
Pros: we got on another air-conditioned plane Cons: Initially we were placed on a plane with faulty air conditioning.... it took 90 minutes to finally decide to put us on another plane. Older aircraft do not have under the seat on the island. Cons: Delayed flight, Mechanical Pros: Customer service very attentive and friendly. Pros: The Delta
crew on the flight was terriment - but the ATL crew really really A huge number of people for calls arrived at the same time and needed to go through customs and the staff was very calm and effective in directing everything and making sure the line moved. Cons: New deck pillars with priority, Sky, Zone 1, Zone 2, etc. was a mess. In
concept it should be a good process, but it was just a sea of people asking each other which deck group they were in. Returning to asking those who are in a specific boarding zone to create a line and do so in each zone at once seems like a smoother process. Pros: Very uncomfortable the whole flight. Sit too close to each other and then
when you bend over to hit the person behind you. Cons: Good TV shows, friendly caregivers Pros: The crew was friendly and accommodating, and the service was good Cons: I bought a basic economy ticket and after check-in my Delta app said that my seat was not allocated and I had to get a boarding pass at the airport. I checked later

and the app took me as number 7 on the standby list. I called Delta (waiting time 3 + hours ... my flight was in 3) and then support the Delta app where I was able to get to someone. She told me that a ticket I bought a month in advance does not guarantee me a seat on the plane (???). She said that if I had been hit from the flight, they
would have put me on the next morning. She was pretty naughty and made it seem like I had a 50/50 shot getting on that plane. I ran to the airport in the hope that I would be first on standby there, and the gate agent told me I was fine and would be on board right after first class and be assigned a seat then. Great. When I got my seat job,
the board to find out that there is someone else sitting in my seat...... Eventually they called the desk and managed to move it, but it was the strangest onboard experience I've ever had.. and I flew the Spirit. These planes that Delta fly are so old. Every time I flew Delta turbulence was so bad and cold air blowing right around my flight with
no option to turn it off (it wasn't from one of the vents, but from the side). Someone close to me works for Delta and I know the fact that some of their engines blow mid-flight.. and they tell passengers it's turbulence.. so that I do not feel very safe. I won't fly Delta again if there is another comparable option. Pros: Very helpful, happy staff,
made you feel welcome. Good atmosphere and peace of mind. The food is very tasty. Cons: In transatlantic flight, comfortable seats, but inadequate deviation for night flight and without footrest. Pros: Cinnamon cookies, in-flight movie selection and helpful flight crew helped make this flight not as bad as it could be. Cons: On directly
behind me was an infant who decided to cry and scream for much of the flight. The mother of this child does not able to stop the baby from crying. Even with the headphones on, this child's crying lingered to pierce each passenger's ears within 5 rows. Cons: He didn't have a video that he showed in sky magazine. We didn't have a shower.
Pros: Bags arrived on the belt quickly Cons: Why doesn't precheck talk to use after you've been funneled by customs? ATL is advanced enough to have a kiosk on arrival, even for those who are confused rather than with global entry, but then forces you to wait in the security line instead of the usually faster pre-tea line. Every minute I'm
queuing up, I'm not spending money pros: Friendly staff &amp; make sure everyone on the plane was aware of someone with peanut allergies, so no peanuts were for consumption. Ground staff worked hard to repack us &amp; on our way as our first flight was so late that we missed the call. I'm so glad I finally saw the charging port
because our long-haul flight didn't have one. Cons: Not the crews' fault, but it was the slowest boarding process I've ever seen. It's hard to feel comfortable in your chair. You can't sit down with your husband because it was a reheared flight &amp; the flight was full. Pros: I liked the fact that delta gave me free in air entertainment it was
really fun to be able to watch movies and TV shows for free. Cons: I hated the food I ordered from chicken salad and pasta. It's like horrible. It was cold and wet, not something you fed your dog. Cons: No free meals. Pros: at least, I have to Haiti Cons: delays + long flight. Pros: Food and wine Cons: Places are hard to sleep Pros: The
captain and crew have done an amazing job taking care of the passengers. Given the long, long layover and mechanical problems the plane had. Free entertainment, a pillow and blanket and a few extra drinks have also come a long way. Cons: I almost miss the flight due to a stop. Not having luggage at the destination. Pros: Not the
latest 777, but everything went well on this flight - food, comfort and service were the first rate in Delta's business class section. Cons: Salad was the only weak spot in dinner. Pros: Vegan meals were very good. Pros: Everything from Delta was very well done, and all their employees were great. Arrived a little early, and a very nice
entertainment system over their wifi Cons: Expensive ticket, ATL airport staff naughty (not Delta employees) Pros: The gate agent was outstanding and very pleasant. The flight to OKC was only half full, so the crew moved everyone around, so there was extra space in each row... it doesn't happen very often, so I was excited to have extra
legs and space! Pros: Easy check-in and boarding and flying left on time. Pros: It was much more convenient. There were not many people, so it was nice to stretch the stretch . Cons: The plane was quite outdated. Pros: for the time of departure and return Pros: I broke down and got one with comfort plus seating and it was very
comfortable. Cons: That I have to pay extra for a comfortable place Cons: I never made it to Atlanta. Pros: The crew was very nice Cons: The seats were not very comfortable Pros: Food, crew, comfort... Cons: It was perfect! Pros: Time and Service Pros: Entertainement Cons: Food Cons: Nothing Pros: All Services Pros: Nothing Cons:
Frist : Late for over 6 hours in Miami. Secondly: of course I lost my connection with Bog-Col, they give me a whithout A/C hotel room and they smell like mold because of it. Thirdly, there is no breakfast in the hotel. Thanks for asking Kayak Bye Pros: Note the very good Cons: No Pros: all the perfect guys are the best pros: everyone was
friendly and helpful. better service than a typical American carrier. Pros: You have to choose your own video/game &amp; good pluses provided: Crew members have provided all passengers with great customer service. Cons: A little old plane with screens that are common. The special case of a family that was very loud and had a child
who threw up made the flight uncomfortable. Pros: Excelente servicio, tiempo. Ayuda para un abordaje rapido, ya que habia mucha gente. Cons: Una de mis maletas fue abierto y me parece peligroso, ya que por dicha traía candado en la parte grande. Esto puede tacharlos de compañía no segura. Pros: All Cons: My parents fly from IAH
to MIA, in Houston it was very bad. They landed more than 1+ late. Copa airlines have not approved them for another flight to get home. They need to buy another $300 tickets per person Pros: Food and drinks were good and free. There is no embarrassing food to buy like other airlines. Cons: No in-flight Internet connection and no power
outlets for charging devices on board. Pros: It is better to ask what you did not like. The cops were very professional and courteous. The planes were on time, on board also and so were take-offs. Cons: The food was terrible! Pros: The quality of the food was excellent, but I missed coffee or tea after dinner and in the morning. The crew
was the best I've ever been with. Pros: plane and service Cons: the airport has no services in the early morning, each store was closed Pros: On time Cons: poor food, slow boarding. Next to me sat a sick passenger - I was worried about getting sick. Pros: As a non-Spanish speaker, we felt well cared for. Cons: Worse customer service in
1800 copa fly and at checkout ... Pros: All Services Pros: They serve what they call a snack, which is a really small meal, on a U.S. flight and a snack is just a bag of peanuts. Pros: The flight was on time and the crew was nice Cons: The food was gone and since the plane was old, entertainment was poor Pros: Quick Quick Boading
Cons: Tiny Meal Pros: Baggage Policy Pros: Flight was fine, but...... Cons: My bags were opened and items were stolen. From 4 days I try to make a complaint, the online service does not accept forms, and calls to COPA are only bookings, they will not accept complaints. Arghhhh Pros: Easy check-in, free check-in bag, good meal on
board, excellent service and friendly crew. Cons: I can't think of anything. Pros: Quick boarding Cons: Snack / breakfast Pros: Modern planes and good service Cons: Legroom on the flight was cramped Pros: Me Gusto la atención el personal el abordeaje Cons: Asientos incómodos y comida fea mala película para el entretenimiento
Cons: I expected kayak app and Copa Airlines, to inform travelers that they need a visa to Venezuela before spending $1030 on the airline checked. Cold did not travel because I missed a visa to Venezuela. The visa requirement for U.S. travelers was recently implemented in February this year, and many people don't know about it. This
should be published before people buy tickets!!! Thanks, E. Vazquez Cons: No coffee or tea Pros: Service, on time, New planes Cons: Small plane, limited entertainment, limited amount of food, no electrical outlet, cramped Pros: Airline staff very sensitive and fast t Cons: Space between seats too uncomfortable Cons: good Pros: Again
excellent service Pros: food was ok, service is poor. Cons: Airport staff didn't help me add my miles to my Cinbect Cops card, they said it wasn't worth it and that cop connect memberships want a Copa, Worse they broke my dear Nautica luggage, losing the wheel and my luggage was not even 22 kg Pros: All Cons: Imformation spoke to
quickly and completely clear Cons: very cold in flight and without blankets Cons: - Flight delay - ONLY ONE bathroom for economy class -No wheelchair service upon arrival (asked before the flight) -Very bad food Pros: la puntualidad y el buna atención. Pros: La comida y las asafatas muy buena atención. Cordiales y atentos Cons: Si
hay cambio de gate por favor avisar x email o si el gate no estaba definido hacerlo media hora antes por lo menos. Mal no tener wi fi en aeropuerto, deberiamos acceder a él, muchos no podemos hacer roeming x costos.yo tenía en panamá xq estaba en el vip. Pros: The fact that i offered food at no extra charge Cons: No videos during
the flight Pros: On time and I haven't lost my luggage Pros: It was a good trip.. With!! Cons: I've been flying the Copa many times before and it's generally good for cheap costs, but this time it was horrible, probably because it was our first time with a new baby. First, there was the unexpected shock to pay $300 at the gate for the child's
ticket, even though the is 4 months old and sat on my lap all the time. I have never heard of charging for this and had to pay % of the cost of a round-trip ticket just there and then. Secondly, they do not allow early boarding for families with young children. Thirdly, and finally, on the return trip also suddenly announced no checking box
policy, which I also never heard of. We had to take the baby swing out of the box, disassemble it and continue with a large part of it. A total problem and the crew was not very forgiving. Definitely think twice about flying the Copa if you have children. Pros: 4 hours late Pros: Onetime, pleasant flight crew, nice interaction with the pilot Cons:
I waited on board for a fight 20 minutes to load the bag. In-flight entertainment drabPlusy: Staff was very good Cons: Old planes Pros: Punctuality Pros: On-time flight and friendly staff Cons: No entertainment Pros: Top-notch airline Pros: The staff was very respectable and attentive and pleasant and very customer-friendly. Cons: Nothing
to comment on on this type of Pros: The flight was fast and smooth Pros: Surprised that we received a meal for a short flight. There was a very nice extra bonus cons: The flight was delayed before boarding and then the extra delay after boarding and for those who sit in the middle seats, it was just awkward around the Pros: That I got in
Jamaica safely. Cons: How long did it take to board, and after boarding the flight took about 45 minutes to wait for other passengers, but we did not get any announcement, no apology for take-off. A flight attendant with natural hair was rather rude and disrespectful. Cons: At the time of boarding. Comfortable Flight Pros: Everything was
great on this flight. Even landed early Pros: All Cons: Nothing Pros: The crew was amazing, very friendly and professional, I can't say anything bad about them! Cons: The plane was dirty! The pocket in front of me where I kept the magazine r was clearly dirty. It was as if drinks were spilled in them years ago, then dirt built on a sticky
substance left by the drink and no one thought about cleaning. The bathroom smelled RENK! It's as if no one cleaned it! The smell waied u as soon as u opened the door to enter. Cons: poor service Pros: Everything was excellent. Airline staff, food, pilots have done a great job Pros: Continuous information from television. Especially when
television showed the map and location of the plain before landing Cons: I did not get any snack. That would be a plus. Plus the staff could have been a bit more hospitable pros: The actual flight was good. Almost no turbulence, and the flight was on time. Cons: When you return, the headphone jack on the palm of your hand did not work.
So I wasn't able to listen to the movie on the fly Pros: Long trying to check in very bad pros: customer service, food, food, the pilot and staff was just a pleasure!!! Pros: Food Cons: All Pros: Hostess Air Cons: on Pros: Food was great Cons: There was nothing , do not like Pros: The flight itself was great of course little is offered for 1h 50
min flight Cons: It was very long to wait on board, because there was a large batch of students going jamaica. Don't worry, I came to the line I paid for my extra bag and was told I had everything. I went all the way to the end of the customs line, as it was to turn around to be se carer at the desk neglected to give me a boarding pass and
lead me to believe the print out I had enough. I had to rejoin the customs line and nothing was offered for my inconvenience. Cons: Checking the weight of hand luggage Cons: We had to leave NY at 1.40 am to arrive Kingston 4.40 I arrived kingston after 1.00 am and home after 2.00 am because my drive left me not being able to contact
me. Dissatisfied customer. Kamaal Josephs Pros: The crew was very helpful and tried to ensure that my son and I were settled. They helped with luggage. Cons: Travel information and history are not related. I travelled with Kgn and went through great problems to physically transport my son through the airport to the plane. I had to take
his afterburner with me because the airline doesn't provide it. My approach is frequent travel by children with the airline and I think the airline can invest in a car seat, especially for a child with special needs that needs to be supported while sitting. Pros: I've never liked or liked anything.just regularly... nothing stood out. Cons: It was just
average Cons: Check-in was slow and time consuming and there was no crowd. Scary Snacks Pros: Friendly service. Cons: Nothing, the flight was great Pros: I was burned already flying this carrier, but I was pleasantly surprised by their effectiveness. The crew was friendly. The agents were attentive and pleasant. The flight got in early.
Luggage was not delayed. The food was good. Very unusual to get a hot meal on a flight under 5 hours. Cons: Not a very new plane. The captain was silent. I think passengers should at least hear from the captain. At least a welcome message. Pros: The food was good and the cabin crew were great. Cons: The delay in JFK was
unexpected. The gateway change has not been announced. The flight itself was a disaster, and the captain said nothing during the long-term experience of turbulence. Pros: The service was excellent. No delays. Pros: The crew was helpful and puntuctal Pros: Generally satisfactory service. Friendly and professional crew members. Cons:
In the first sector; MBJ-FLL, was a new gateway task and we were not aware of the same until the very late stages of boarding. Pros: Everything was ideal that they leave early .after returning we arrived early also the crew was friendly l l fly with them again and again thanks carribean air line Cons: Love everything Pros: People who work
are super nice ... Super hospitably, and she actually remembered me from my first flight!!! By the way, try pineapple juice and guawa is the best!!! Thanks to caribbean airlines my trip to Jamica was great! Cons: Maybe my seat might be updated, but everything was super Pros: eating Pros: Nothing except flight attendants were pleasant
Cons: I hated the fact that I had to stand in line for more than 1 hour until b checked in because the system is up n down. The manager at the station refused to check in manually. There was no web-check available and the manager claimed she didn't know it wasn't working while a person combing the line told me it had not worked since
December. The pilots also did not communicate in a timely manner. They were told about the 1-hour delay after being pushed back, but it was neglected to tell pax. I wasn't happy at least. How can I forget about having to stand on the second line to pay for my extra bag after 1 hour to wait for check-in Pros: Everything was great Cons: All
Pros: On boarding and departure time. Cons: How tight are the seats and space. Pros: The staff was pleasant and attentive, making everyone safe and comfortable, Flight was good, Cons: Long waiting time before boarding. Pros: The flight crew and flight was pretty good. Pros: More room space Cons: Room space Pros: I didn't like
anything about this flight on December 28, communication was poor, the flight was delayed by 9i half an hour. . it was ridiculous. I didn't use them for 3 years and finally decided to try again. .. big mistake. Pros: The flight was on time. The seat was comfortable and the flight crew was kind, kind and joyful. the meal delivered was well
appreciated, especially in the absence of this attention on many long flights. Pros: Landing Cons: Boarding was delayed for a long time and I didn't receive compensation Pros: I didn't think we would get a meal on a 4-hour flight, but we did. Soft drinks and alcohol were free, which was a big bonus. The condition of the aircraft and seats
was good. The staff were very friendly and helpful. Overall great service. Pros: No accommodation! Pros: The service was good and they served food ... Pros: had a good place to leg and the seat was a much more comfortable Cons: carter family music stuff infomercial quarter cup drink deboarding must be done, as when we are on
board Pros: Super polite Cons: Nothing Cons: better trained pilots first hard landing in Jamaica Pros: I was able to sleep by flight comfortably. Pros: The airline crew was amazing and did a great job of dealing with people in need of medical care! Cons: The manager at the checkout at the checkout was and behaved as if we were
disturbing him because we checked in. He spoke to my husband as if he were a child and kicked kicked AA employees from behind the desk because he was a manager. I have never witnessed such unprofessionalism in my life. Pros: Aircraft comfort, charging ports, entertainment and crew Cons: Delay after boarding for maintenance
formalities. Pros: The experience on board was quite fluid. Lot itsekf was very good. I have to commend piolots for their wonderful work. Cons: I didn't like the fact that I paid for extra legroom and had to board a group 7. I think it was ridiculous. I couldn't connect to the gogo in-flight internet. It was the second flight in which it was not
available. Pros: The flight crew gave us biscuits. Cons: There were TVs that we shared between our seats, but we didn't give away headphones like we did on the last flight. My personal headphones are Bluetooth. So I couldn't even hear what he was playing. Pros: Improving my business class. Cons: Needs a better selection of snacks.
Pros: Wonderfully, again. I'll recommend the American for every chance I get! Pros: Smooth and easy experience, newer plane (and clean!), the exit row is great with plenty of legroom. Cons: The seats are small Cons: 3 hours on the run because of a series of stupid things. He arrived in NYC before the call. You don't have a flight.
Eventually, he was let out of the connection because the tires needed to be replaced. American Airlines plane. Very old. It should have been rebuilt 10 years ago. Pros: I was expecting a bad aa flight, but to be honest it was one of the best flights Ive ever had. Modern and clean aircraft with amazing entertainment. Nice staff, lots of snacks
and delicious food Pros: Food and a/c Cons: Two hours delay. Pros: Nice planes, Cons: let down by ina mindless staff and felt more like a budget airline with the fact that you have to pay for meals Pros: The fact that recently appeared videos in the system. Cons: 4 1/2 hour delay in travel. The loss of our connection and the rude crew.
Pros: I didn't make the flight due to delay/cancellation. Cons: I missed this flight. Pros: 777-300 - Good room in the main cabin extra. Good entertainment choices. At the time of departure. Cons: Breakfast is terrible - too much sugar! Pros: The crew was excellent. Cons: Chicago's call was 3 HOURS late with a few goal changes. The
people on the desk were rude and never explained what was wrong. They didn't even announce the gate. Change. I got it from Kayak. Pros: It was ok plane, entertainment system worked Cons: The flight was delayed 2.15 hours and not even offered water or anything, after a while they said if we want we can get out of the plane ... really
bad! Pros: Very nice staff Cons: Nothing Cons: When I arrived in Kingston after a long day of travel only one of my two checked bags arrived that Swimwear Shoes Jewelry and Many Other Important Items Pros: Nothing Cons: Almost Almost Pros: Good meals Cons: I couldn't get seats with my husband Pros: The crew for the most part
was friendly. Boarding was quite easy Cons: The only thing that stood out was that flight attendants did not offer water outside the regular beverage service. I've never been on an international flight where there was almost constant water flow. I was so parched after 8 hours. It seemed unusual. Also the seats are so small. I only have 130
and 5'7 and it was a tough ride Pros: The staff was professional. There were plenty of drinks. The quality of the wine was really very good. Cons: Not enough toilets for the number of passengers. Cons: It did not happen Cons: It did not become pros: The trip, in general, was nice. The quality of food and the entertainment available are
good. the crew is nice. Cons: I had one of the smallest seats on the jet (window seats). Pros: Excellent entertainment options Pros: Everything. I had no problems when I came to Barcelona last week!! Pros: I like AA because they are honest and nice. Very good value for money. Cons: All Cons: No volé en LATAM si no en AA y en esta
compañía al principio no sabían sobre mi reserva y cuando si, no pude hacer el checking online, sino solo en el aeropuerto , en ambos vuelos Cons: Liked it all. Pros: The flight was on time. Easy boarding. Smooth flight. Cons: In flight entertainment was below expectations Cons: Los espacios entre asientos son muy incómodos. Pros: All
Pros: Nothing Cons: Everything. The world's worst airline Pros: Segundo vieja con American Airlined y segundo fiasco. No vuelo más con esta ruta si la compañía que o uypera el vuelo es AA. Cons: Siempre embarque con retraso. Asiento poco cómodo, comida pobre, tripulación no habla español, el monitor de mi asiento el sonido no
funcionaba correctamente y las películas escasas y fuera de temporada. En los dos vuelos que he realizado he tenido el mismo problema. Pros: The price, the boarding process and the seats were good Cons: The crew was rude, and certainly neither attentive nor pleasant, the food was really bad. Cons: When we arrived at AirPort El
Dorado, we discovered that our flight had been cancelled/changed without warning us! They have planned us a new flight from Vyca and Iberia: Bogota-Madrid + Madrid-Brussels. My partner and I couldn't sit together on any of these flights! 1 out of 10 hours and 2 hours! I do not recommend AA to anyone! That was the full responsibility of
the AA! Pros: The flight attendants were polite and the ride was very smooth, I felt at home. Cons: We haven't received any snacks coming home to Jamaica, but thank you for leting us know. Pros: Getting off this plane. Cons: I understand that delays happen and sometimes are out of your control. However, customer service is something
that should and must control. I have witnessed a lack of self-control of American employees (including the inspector) and every point of my journey w/your customers. I was embarrassed by the American executive team. Pros: all my flights have been on time and arrive earlier than expected better late that never cons: no free wifi Cons: the
flight had no charging seat on the plane for phones to regular seats. also, the seat was much tighter and our armrest did not work. On all the planes flying to our destination, the accommodation was very different. Pros: Very professional and friendly. Cons: N/A Pros: Nothing Cons: That was canceled Pros: The flight was on time and the
crew was warm and friendly. Cons: I can't think of anything I don't like on the fly. The service was great! Cons: Worst flight ever. Cons: Delay, landing and that you don't have at least one free documented baggage that seems like a scam.
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